LET'S DEBATE ON THE ISSUE!

The main activity that we will develop in this term term main will comprise a staged
debate, sort of a play showing a discussion on a hot topic (researched and practised
beforehand) among the members of the group. Some improvising during the discussion
will also be positive but preparation is compulsory.
-Four groups of 8 students will be formed.
-In each group: One student will be the presenter and moderator, who will be in
charge of the good pace (distribution of time among the participants in the debate) and
manners of the class. Another student will be the 'journalist', taking notes and
summarizing the different opinions at the end of the debate, letting then the public
decide for themselves, who made the most compelling points throughout the session.
The 6 remaining pupils will take one side of the discussion. Which side they will be
defending will be decided upon the tossing of a coin (by chance), so they will have to be
prepared so as to defend one idea or the contrary.
-Staging of the debate: It will start with a short presentation of the topic, outlining the
main issues at stake. Then, the discussion will start. As in any debate, turns will be
taken in order to give a short speech (1-2 minutes) defending an opinion, showing data
and counter-arguing in response to the other side's statements. There should not be
more than 3 turns in total, as the debate shouldn't last more than 35 minutes, and
the 4-5 last minutes should be left for the journalist to 'broadcast' his highlights of the
discussion. During the preparations for the project, the journalist and moderator will
help them do the research on the issue before the debate is staged, in addition to
performing their tasks.

The 4 topics which will be assigned to the 4 groups, distributed by preference (or either
chance, depending on whether or not you are able to reach a peaceful agreement) will
be:
-Solidarity and environment: Are we generous enough with other countries and cultures,
or are we in fact thrifty? Does the welfare of other countries affect our own well being?
And nature, do we share a responsibility to reach an understanding with those other
countries in order to avoid environmental disasters? But, is that possible if we only care
for competing against each other ?
- Culture and civilizations: Is our culture the best, or do all cultures have their own
value, and richness, deserving the same respect? What are the pros (and cons - for the
opposite side- ) of our general system of beliefs. Is there more than one, in Andalusia,
Spain? Should people coming from another country adapt to our customs, or are they
allowed to preserve some of their features?
- Culture and the technological progress: Do you think technology is improving our
cultural life, and we have more options in that regard, or is it impoverishing the way we
learn and enjoy art, cinema and music (crises of the music industry, less available
movies and concerts, less reading time and attention span...). What are the limits of
science and technology? Can we change everything?
-Humanity (vs?) Animals: Given that we all are part of mother nature, are entitled to
treat animals worse than human beings, given that they have a sensory system and, thus,
feelings? How much worse? Should we reduce animal suffering, and if so, is it right to
keep eating them? And allowing carnivore species to do so? What solutions could there
be?

